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NEW QUESTION: 1
Due to HP's mission to reinvent technology, which "world's
first" HP inventions help businesses modernize their working
environment? (Choose three.)
A. world's first fingerprint reader
B. world's first bezel-less screen
C. world's first Thunderbolt dock with an audio-conferencing
solution
D. world's first detachable digital pen
E. world's first outdoor-viewable display in a business
convertible
F. world's first detachable and tablet with an integrated
privacy screen
G. world's first facial scanner
Answer: C,D,E

NEW QUESTION: 2
AGuardium administrator must configure a policy to ignore all
traffic from an application with a known client IP. Due to the
high amount of traffic from this application, performance of
the S-TAP and sniffer is a concern.
What action should the administrator use in the rule?
A. ignore S-TAP Session
B. ignore Responses per Session
C. Ignore Session
D. ignore SQL per Session
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
HOTSPOT
You have an image of Windows 10 Anniversary Update.
You plan to deploy the image to several new computers.
You must add Microsoft Office 2016 to the image.
You have a Configuration.xml file that will be used to deploy
Office 2016. The contents of the file are shown in the
following exhibit.
Use the drop-down menus to select the answer choice that
completes each statement based on the information presented in
the graphic.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
Hot Area:
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
References:
https://support.office.com/en-gb/article/Configuration-optionsfor-the-Office-2016-Deployment-Toold3879f0d-766c-469c-9440-0a9a2a905ca8

NEW QUESTION: 4
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A. If (Request.IsTabletDevice)
B. If (Request.Browser.IsBrowser("Mobile"))
C. If (Request.Browser.IsMobileDevice)
D. If (Request.UserAgent["Tablet"])
Answer: C
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